
HOW YOU CAN 
 DRAMATICALLY IMPROVE 
YOUR NETWORKING SKILLS

THE RISE OF THE LEAN
SALES TEAM

 STRUCTURING A LEAN, MEAN, RESULTS-
ORIENTED SALES MACHINE.



CUTTING WASTE

In Process Waste - These are tasks that do not add value to your current
goals. Think of it this way: how many times have you executed tasks that
simply took up time that could have been better spent elsewhere? Now apply
this to the tasks your Sales Team does. What could be solved by automation
or innovation?

Overburden - Ultimately want a more productive Sales Team? If you’re
expecting a Team Member to do a task that they are not trained for or that
distracts from their main objectives and metrics, it is wasting time and
frustrating the Team Member, causing a dip in productivity and a rise in
turnover.

Inconsistency - If something isn’t done in the same way each time according
to specific standards it will lead to inconsistent results. Then the challenge
is always going to be how to figure out what went wrong instead of focusing
on goals.

Everyone, no matter what industry, can identify with wanting to get rid of
unnecessary or wasteful tasks.

Are there steps in your sales process that are just...well...unnecessary?
Positions that are not needed? Chances are, the answer is yes - even if you
don't see it for yourself.

Set a meeting with your Sales Operations or Operations Team and go through all
current processes and how they are working, with everyone in agreement that
any task that falls into a below category be weeded out:
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INTRODUCTION
Ever heard of ghost kitchens? It's not as scary as it sounds... 

In a ghost kitchen, they are cooking in a delivery-optimized kitchen that's
designed to cut unnecessary costs. Rent is low and efficiency is high. It's a
private commercial kitchen space within a delivery hub to cook up orders. It can
be difficult to expand your traditional restaurant with high overhead costs and
present staffing issues.

A restaurants and our food options move towards leaner staffing, time alone
will show that this more efficiency modeling will move towards other industries.

The intent, is to think about aspects of this model when building your sales
team.
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Overhauling processes isn't easy, but to create a leaner sales team, your Sales
processes that your Team follows have to be solidified, consistent, and always
point to the end results.  

With repeatable and proven processes, turnover no longer becomes as big of an
issue, and each Sales Team Member has clarity on exactly how to succeed in
their role.

QUALITY OVER QUANTITY IN YOUR SALES TEAM STRUCTURE
When making your Sales Team hires, quality is key. Having a great Sales Team of five
will always beat out having a full one hundred person sales floor attempting to look
busy.

For most Sales Teams, a handful of SDRs booking appointments and prospecting,
Account Representatives taking the Discovery Calls or Demos, and an Account Manager
assigned to specifically only handle current client upsells is sufficient.  Your Project
Managers on the team can always be instructed to loop in the Account Manager
anytime they interact with a Client who is a good fit for an upsell opportunity.  

Some companies may have products or services that are complex in nature and need 
 expert level knowledge to answer questions and explain, so a Sales Engineer role may
be brought in to assist Account Managers and Account Representatives with closing
sales. A motivating Sales Manager or Team Lead will also be needed to train and
support the overall health and be accountable for the results of the team. And a Sales
Operations Admin or Specialist should be considered in fine turning the intricacies of
your chosen CRM and systems.

With these key roles defined and in place, it's important to not over hire and
overcomplicate your Sales Team.  When looking for the right fits for these roles, it's
crucial to compensate the Team Members with a healthy salary and a compensation
plan, incentives, and/or bonuses to motivate the individuals towards the results you
need.  Every member of your Team should be a culture fit for the Sales Team, so be
sure to define the culture of your Sales Team and hire and fire based on those traits.

Unsure about compensation? Connect with your HR and hiring department or your
favorite Recruiters to advise you on what compensation range candidates in this role
are seeking and what they are asking for based on experience when making Salary
Ranges and Compensation plans for each role.
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AUTOMATION IS KEY
After cutting waste and before hiring or firing sales roles on your Team, see all
the tasks that can be automated and made more efficient and then implement
them.  It sounds easy, but we all know implementing new platforms and ideas
can actually be tricky.  

Ensure your Sales Operations, Operations Team, or Sales Manager have the
know how to implement automation into the Sales Team's process.

Sales Leader/Sales Manager

SDRs

Account RepresentativesSales Engineers

Sales Operations Admin 
or Specialist

Account Manager (Upsells)

HOW TO START YOUR SALES TEAM
Make one key hire for each of the below roles and solidify your process. If you
find that you need to scale, hire additional people in the roles, never breaking
your culture fit hiring and firing process.

Working as one team towards one revenue and transaction goal will unify the
team. And having individual quotas and metrics to meet that goal will
incentivize the individual.
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REAL LIFE EXAMPLE OF A LEAN SALES MODEL THAT CAN SCALE
Below is a real life example of a lean Sales Team hiring model that can
incentivize those on your team to earn promotions into higher roles and allow
your HR Team to source quality hires. 

This particular company is a Start Up that had the CEO and Founder completely
bogged down with sourcing his own sales calls and booking appointments on his
own packed calendar.

This model shows how the Founder can move out of the day to day sales to
focus on the business and their role as leadership.

This suggested model also ensures that the roles are properly trained and
rewarded as your sales scale.

Investing in your current team as much as possible with their compensation,
company culture initiatives, continued training, and promoting from within
instead of focusing on churning and burning roles to fill seats is going to make
your Sales Team more efficient and be more impressive to your prospects and
clients.



Meet
Mark!

15+ years experience Helping Entrepreneurs +
Sales Teams take their cluttered sales process
and turn them into a scalable sales process.  

Built out highly profitable and successful sales
teams at Inc. 5000 Companies and some of the
Fastest-Growing Private Companies in the United
States in a variety of global industries. 

Helped companies exit to private equity and has
helped launch new products in 13 different
countries. 

Highly sought-after expert when it comes to the
building of sales teams and systems used at some
of the fastest-growing companies.

His book, Raise Your Standards: The Definitive
Guide to Building Seven-Figure Sales debuted at
No. 1 in Four Business Categories.

DID YOU KNOW MARK WROTE THE BOOK ON
SALES THAT WAS A BESTSELLER HIT AT #1 IN
FOUR BUSINESS CATEGORIES?!
WANT TO SEE WHAT THE HYPE IS ALL ABOUT?!

Send an email to mark@getsaleskit.com and we'll 
make sure you get a copy.
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